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Popping Pills: The Truth About Study Aids
JAZMINE HUGHES '12
staff writer
It has happened to the best: poor
planning, sickness, or a VHI America's Next Top Model marathon has resulted in having an immense amount of
work to do at an unearthly hour. Some
people can handle staying up until 4 or
5 in the morning without coffee, soda,
or other assistance. Others are used to
passing out at midnight. Regardless of
sleeping habits, there are ways to stay
up as late as necessary, with the aid of
various pills. Prevalent on most college campuses, Connecticut College
has its share of users, but it's becoming such a notable problem that the
administration is taking action.
Many students know the wonders of
caffeine pills - a small pill that contains the amount of caffeine in about
two cups of coffee-and
take them
sparingly, using .thern only before exams and papers, catching up on the
sleep they missed later in the week.
This practice becomes dangerous,
however, when the students move
away from pills sold in stores to drugs
prescribed for actual problems.
Adderall, a drug prescribed to treat
ADHD and narcolepsy, is widely used
across college campuses as a "study
drug,' helping students stay up for an
extended period of time to write papers or study for tests. Several entries
on urbandictionary.com, a dictionary website frequented by college
users that allows anyone to create

of, define words, define Adderall as
"the only way to finish homework"
or a pill "very similar to cocaine"
that "makes you feel like king of the
world." Although Adderall and other
medications like it may immediately
affect-and seemingly improve-the
study habits of students who use it, it
causes chilling effects: insomnia, loss
of appetite, dry mouth, headaches, and
stomachaches. In severe cases, misuse
of Adderall may cause heart attacks,
vomiting, impotence, hallucinations

Early Decision:
Conn's Numbers

Show Little
Increase

scribed pills such as Adderall or Ritalin to sell them to people who don't
need them. While such drugs assist
in staying up for prolonged periods,
they don't make people smarter - they
don't allow anyone to learn anything
in one night.
"Students who actually need it take
it so that they can concentrate and thus
be on the same field as students who
don't need it," says Dean of Studies
Theresa Ammirati. "When a student
is using someone else's prescription
drug illegally, that's another story."
On a more tangible note, it is a se1::'/84 rious problem with the Connecticut
IG
College administration as well. The
drug policy at Conn was recently rewritten to include the misuse of prescription drugs-s-it is a violation of
• the honor code. Dean Ammirati offers
ways to study without infringing upon
the honor code.
"Regular review of your notesreading your notes over and asking
yourself questions will help. Doing
that regularly over' the semesterand paranoia.
Earlier in the semester, there was a regular review of notes, creating your
panel on the misuse and abuse of am- own study guides- will help you
phetamines. It included several facts learn the material faster. Regular rethat may be unknown to users: when view of material makes time to talk
taking illegal drugs, users often tend to the professor before the exarn to
figure out what you don't know, and
to inadvertently
overdose-emergency room visits due to the misuse what to focus on."
"There are ways to learn that are
of drugs increased 20% from 2004
actually
ways to learn," says Dean
to 2005. The federal government has
even gone as far as to pass laws re- Ammirati, "and there are ways to pass
garding the misuse of drugs: it is a the test that won't do you any good
felony for people who have been pre- at all."

Voice Exclusive:
KB and Branford win Common
Room decorating contest

EMILY ZUBKOFF '12

HAPPY t1OUOAYS

Professors
to Improve
Campus
Life.

staff writer
Colleges and universities that offer
early decision typically urge prospective students who believe the institution to be their first choice to submit
applications before the normal application deadline. The most attractive
appeal for students to apply early is
that schools generally admit a higher
percentage of students from this group
than those in the regular decision applicant pool. Essentially, a student has

Head REF, Eugene Gallagher. Photo
couretsy

Wesleyan
University
found that their early dec
cision applications rose
40% ...Middlebury
and
Bowdoin showed a 10%
increase.

staff writer
On Monday, December 1, students
received an email from Dean of the
College Community Armando Bengochea, informing them of a new program that will be introduced in Fall
2009.
The program, Residential Education
Fellows (REFs), was suggested after'
a final report from the Commission
on Residential Education (CORE) as

SEE PROFESSORS

SEE EARLY DECISION

continued on page four
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Harris Dining
Hall makes
changes/or
the better. See
page 3.
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Website.

NORA SWENSON '12

a better chance of being accepted as
an early decision applicant rather than
a regular decision applicant. Furthermore, if a student is accepted as an
early decision applicant, he or she will
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Letter From The Editor
A recent report in the Trinity Tripod
detailed how endowments are suffering across the NESCAC. According
to the Tripod, Amherst and Colby saw
a 25% drop, while Williams saw a
drop of 28%.
The drops are not exclusive to small
liberal arts schools either. According
to the New York Times, Harvard saw
their endowment decline by 22% as
well.
Is Connecticut College above the
fray? The reports we have received

from administrators seem to suggest
so, but that's a hard pill to swallow.
How can every other institution suffer, and we not?
I know we are suffering some, and
that has been reported. But part of me
feels like there are more losses out
there and we just don't know it yet.
And when will we know? I'm not
sure, but by then, we may already be
feeling the ramifications.
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"nigga" - they don't understand why
they would be anything but grateful
that white people have stopped using it. I should note briefly that while
there is a distinction between 'nigga'
and 'nigger', as Welbith noted they
are so closely linked that they can be
used as one here.
Perhaps we the majority are losing
sight of the fact that the reason we
have to change the language is due to
much larger and vaster social wrongs
we have incurred upon the minorities.
Diverse as we all are, it is easy to detach ourselves from past wrongs and
prejudices, and to view the remnants
of the extreme wrongs that were as
minor in comparison. So I guess one
conclusion that I have come across is
this: Ishall not think it morally wrong
in the least for black people to use the
term "nigga'', in the name of Poetic
Justice, 'flipping the script', solidarity, or however they please, for neither Inor the majority would be in any
justifiable position to try to take that
away for the sole sake avoiding social
discomfort.
Yet Welbith's argument has many
implications and meanings that I am
realizing as I go along, and I can see
now that perhaps I was missing the
point earlier. Perhaps the PC movement is inherently flawed, contrary to
my initial belief. Perhaps one of the
most important points of Welbith's
article is that a mere changing of the
language is nothing but a tiny gauze
pad on a gaping wound of a people
that has persisted for some time. The
PC movement may help, but its help
is minor and it pales when put against
the backdrop of the racial prejudice
and injustice that is still ever-present
in our society today. Perhaps the PC
movement even harms the cause of
healing and progress for equality in
that it enables members of the majority to follow its simple rules and then
have an escape and excuse for any responsibility for the remaining social
wrongs. Yet I do not believe the first
part of my argument was in vain, for I
do not believe that the members of the
majority that hate the PC movement
hate it for the reason stated above but
rather because they do not enjoy the
inconvenience a change in language
presents. If this is the case, I believe
after this examination that I would
find them morally reprehensible, for if
they refuse to partake in the smallest
change in the interest of racial equality, then they will never act to change
the racial inequalities inherent in our
society.
-Riordan Frost
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I must start by noting that this is a
progression of thought, so the entire
article must be read to understand my
meaning. I liked Welbith's article and
its intent quite a bit, as I have always
kind of desired to have someone explain this discrepancy in language and
behavior in our culture. Now, I have
never felt as though I am owed this
explanation, nor do I feel that black
people are required to give it - especially not to a white, upper middle
class male. This is a very sensitive
topic, as everyone i aware, and I believe it goes hand in hand with the
debate about politically-correctness,
the 'PC movement' as it is sometimes
called. Now, many people scorn the
PC movement because it requires them
to walk on eggshells when they speak
about any traditionally oppressed
group of people. Yet this movement
and practice began so that we as a
society, especially the majority class
of white people - and men more specifically - would stop using language
that was subverting and degrading to
people who have been oppressed by
the majority's actions and behaviors
in the past. Language can still present
oppressive. patterns and have harmful
effects on people, and it is through examining the roots and histories of the
words we use that we can realize the
harm they can cause.
Welbith's argument introduces a
new realm to this debate, however. As
he points out, when black people use
the term "nigga", it is a term of solidarity, pride in one's blackness, and
refusal to conform to the societal demands of social perfection. Traditionally, when white people use the word,
it is meant as an offensive and degrading word, voicing their feelings of hatred - quite the opposite intent. What
fascinates me about Welbith's argument is that it presents a perspective
from the minority side about the prospect of language change in the interest
of the PC movement. While I could
create a further argument in favor of
the essential changes the PC movement has attempted to make, I don't
believe Iwould have considered what
it would be like from the minority side
of the argument at all. That there may
be orne resistance to the language
change or a re-owning of the original
language would be unexpected to me.
1 guess it is good that I am examining
this, a Iwould have just assumed that
the little minorities would be nothing
but grateful for the work of the PC
movement, which is a blindingly pretentiou view. Yet perhaps this is why
white people have such a hard time
with black people still using the term
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Harris Get Revamped
HANS EYSENBACH '09
contributing writer

in the process of being implemented.
Probably the most well known
of these initiatives was started last
spring and transformed all the dining halls into tray-free environments.
What is not so well known is that
this tray less initiative has reduced
food waste by 16% this year. Sev-

The dining halls, whatever you may
think of the food, have made some impressive changes of late that few of us
are aware
Environmental
of. In addition to
Analysis
being one
of the few self-run college dining
services left, the Connecticut College Dining Services' management
has been taking aim at reducing the
college communities' ecological footprint (i.e, their overall demand on the
The dessert area in Harris.
earth's ecosystem primarily in relation
Photo courtesy o/Web.
to waste generation and fossil fuel use)
while saving money at the same time.
eral other changes are being made,
The Environmental Model Committee
motivated both by napkin notes
(EMC) has workgroups, one of which
and ·the EMC Food Subcommittee.
is entitled The Food Subcommittee.
This year, Dining Services has beThis group of students, professors,
gun switching to biodegradable paper
and staff has been poring over the dinand plastic ware, reducing dishwashing halls' environmental impacts and
ing water use with a liquid instead of
possible ways to cut down on waste.
powder soap and fully supporting and
I recently attended one of this group's
providing compostables to the stumeetings and was struck by how
dent led composting initiative here on
many initiatives in the name of waste
campus. Inspired by my own lack' of
reduction, cost effectiveness, and
awareness, I decided to interview two
health have been put into effect or are
of the women who have been over-

Common Room
Decorations Winners

seeing many of these changes: Kristine Serwinski, Purchasing Manager
and Peggy Watkins, Chef Manager.
Next to the Harris receiving doors,
just inside two beige double doors is
a small office where many of Dining
Services' food purchasing decisions
are made. Here Imet and interviewed
Kristine and Peggy, two of the brains
behind many of the initiatives listed
above. Frustrated by the lack of information available to the student
body concerning dining services, they
wanted to make students aware of all
these new and meaningful projects
that are currently being undertaken.
They also stressed how attentive they
are to napkin notes and other sources
of student feedback (those napkins
do not just get thrown out after they
come down from that wall in Harris).
It has, in part, been these forces that.
have led Dining Services to reduce
their purchases of red meats with substitutes of chicken and fish - cutting
costs, offering healthier options and
reducing students' ecological foot print
in one fell swoop. They have been offering more vegan and lactose free options, organic tofu, quinoa and tempeh,
along with many New England grown
produce choices such as three different types of sprouts (supplied through-

out the year), many seasonal fruits,
berries and squashes. For all those
chickens' rights advocates, the dining halls have opted for using all cage
free eggs and are even looking into a
cage free liquid egg products. Happy
chickens do make for delicious eggs.
Kristine and Peggy also voiced some
of the obstacles they are up against,
foremost among them is a rigid budget. They face pricing' constraints especially when it comes to organic and
other typically more expensive foods.
Many of the things we would like to do,
like supply more organic produce, for
instance, we simply can't do because
of the expense. In addition, organic
food that has traveled from California
to get to us eliminates many of the environmental benefits that organic agriculture can have in the first place. This'
has led Dining Services to focus on
supporting regional produce and purchasing from vendors located in New
England to support nearby businesses
and economies. The three primary
food wholesalers (Thurston Foods,
Hartford Provisions and Costa Produce) all have their main offices in eiI

SEE HARRIS REVAMPED

An Interview with the New
Director of Campus Safety

SARAH KOSOFSKY '12
staff writer
I was recently able to sit down with
the new director of Campus Safety,
Stewart Smith, and ask him a few
questions.
VOICE: Want to say a little about
yourself and your past work here at
Conn?'
SMITH: I've been with the college for nineteen years, supervising
all three shifts. I'm married with two'
daughters, seventeen and fourteen, and
the oldest is currently going through
the college application process.
VOICE: As you become director,
is there anything in particular that you
are concemed with on campus that
you would like to focus on?
SMITH: I'm going to continue to
focus on what Tom [Hogarty, Smith's
predecessor] focused on, which was
Both KB and Branford will receive $100 accredited to their dorm account. community relations and customer
The committee members who determined the winner consisted of: Dean' service.
VOICE: Are there any new poliCardwell, Amy Gauthier, Sarah Lecius-Autieri, Marie Lalor, and Andrea Burt.
cies that you would like to implement
in the near future?
All photos courtesy of Marie Lalor.
SMITH: No, I think initially we
are going to stick with what we have

__

.-

continued on page four

....

now. Campus Safety doesn't really
write policy, it's been my experience
that senior administrators work with
direct reports [of problems] and work
from there.
VOICE: Will Campus Safety take
any new steps in particular to lower
the rate of dorm damages or vandalism this year?
SMITH: The only steps that Carnpus Safety can really take is to take
note of what has been vandalized or
reported as damaged.
VOICE: What about the amount of
hospital transports?
SMITH:
We're going to follow
the same policy that we have always
followed. The officer at the scene decides if a transport is necessary. The
officers always err on the side of caution.
VOICE: Want to say anything else,
give any advice to the students here?
SMITH: This time of year, there
are always a lot of thefts. Make sure
valuables are safe and everything is
locked down tight. I'm looking forward to working with the student body
in the future.

J..L

!!
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Early Decision

Harris Get Revamped
,

-------------

continued from page one

early decision applications. Why did
Conn exhibit such an insignificant dif-

ference?
In the past, early decision has spurred
inevitably experience less stress in
the application process than students controversy over the kind of students
waiting to hear from multiple schools it allegedly favors. It was argued that
wealthier candidates were able to apin April.
For years, the number of early deci- ply early-with more ease than students
sion applications has been on the rise. who needed to compare financial aid
It is possible that a greater amount of offers from various schools.
In response to this criticism, Harstudents have become more decisive
vard,
Princeton, and the University
in deciding which school was their
top choice. It is also likely that more of Virginia eradicated the option to
students have applied early- in hopes apply early. In terms of finance, it is
of completing the college process as possible that Connecticut College's
early decision applicant pool barely
soon as possible.
Regardless, colleges with early de- changed because few families can afcision have reported a steady upward ford the tuition without financial a[d.
Committing to one school that is not
trajectory in number of applications
guaranteed to offer some amount of
in
spite
of
the
state
of
the
economy
Many of the challenges that a dinfinancial aid can be risky for students
ing service must face when confront- this year. Wesleyan University found
relying on assistance to pay tuition.
that their early decision applications
continued from page three
ed with the daunting task of feeding
The culmination of the exorbitant
rose 40% from last year while Midaroud 1,200 kids a night in Harris are
ther Connecticut or Massachussets. In
tuition
and financial crisis may have
dlebury
and
Bowdoin
showed
a
10%
hidden from the college community.
addition, the campus gardening club,
accounted
for Conn's minimal early
increase.
For that reason few people realize that
Sprout!, has been selling their produce
However, Conp.ecticut College dem- decision change. Still, the question
food being served has usually been
to Harris and will continue to supply
onstrated
hardly any change from last remains why previously listed NEScooked no longer than fifteen minsome greens that are being grown unyear's earl)! decision numbers with CAC colleges with comparable tuutes prior. Or, that because students
der cold frames throughout the winter.
take so many Harris cups out of the an increase of merely 2%, while the itions showed great increases, while
On the health front, Kristine indining halls, $13,000 must be spent majority of selective universities and Conn's remained almost flat.
formed me they are currently weeding
on paper replacements to offset theft. colleges reported substantially higher
out the few foods containing trans-fats
Nonetheless, they are striving to make
from the menu and replacing them
Connecticut College's dining experiwith healthier trans-fat free alternaence as enjoyable as posssible by retives. The cookies for example that
sponding to as many student concerns
currently contain trans-fat will soon
and needs as possible. They were very
be replaced with a trans-fat free cookie
eager to point out how flexible Con-'
(just as delicious, I was assured). Also
necticut College's Dining Services
there has been a push this year to lawas able to be, as result of being selfbel healthier foods in the dining halls
operated. This is unlike many other
with hanging food pyramid graphics.
college and university dining services
Adding to this effort the chefs attempt
that are run by a outside food manageto avoid frying food whenever they
ment company. Whether we know it
day evening in the Cro's Nest, brought
can and the fast food station is one
HARRIS ROSENHEIM '09
or not, Dining Services is uniquely
in 33 individual gifts, already pushing
of the only places where fried foods
attentive to our needs and concerns
participation past 10%.
can be found. The demand, expressed
contributing writer
and deserve credit for the many enAs this year's Senior Giving Comthrough napkin notes, for more chickvironmental and health initiatives'
mittee
strives to outdo last year's outEven though it's halfway through
en and fish over red meats has also
that they are currently implementing.
standing
record, a whole slew of events
allowed for a healthier menu overall.
the academic year, the Senior Givwill
be
held
for the senior class. This
ing Program has already begun and
is off to a fantastic start. For over 25 includes such events as the Senior
years, this program has called upon Soiree and President' Higdon's annual
each graduating senior to give back surprise off-campus gathering.
The Senior Giving Program is a terto the College in the form of a senior
rific
vehicle to bring the senior class
gift. The class of 2007 trumped any
together,
working as a cohesive group
previous record with a total participafinal ten professors.
tion rate of95%, and the class of 2008 to reach a common goal. Each gift
continued from page one
When asked his thoughts of leading was even more successful with 96% from the class of 2009 makes a difthis new program, Gallagher com- participation. As President Higdon ference, arid the Committee is optia way to "establish closer collaboramented, 'T m excited to be part of this regularly stresses to alumni, parents mistic that it can surpass last year's
tions and contact between students initiative in residential education, and
and friends of the College, it is the participation. If you're interested in
and their professors."
to work under the leadership of Dean participation that counts, and not the finding out more about the program
As Dean of Studies Theresa Ammi- Bengochea and his staff and students
or would like to make a gift, please
actual amount of the gift. This year's
rati explained, "There have been other to increase the intellectual vitality of
Senior Giving Committee is asking visit the newly updated Senior Giving
systems in the past aimed at strength- the residence halls. It should be a lot
each senior to give a gift of $9 or website at www.seniorgiving.connening student and teacher bonds out- of fun."
<http://www.seniorgiving.
$20.09 (since it is the class of 2009!), coll.edu
side the classroom," ·including the
Some students have wondered how or another amount that a senior feels conncoll.edu/> or ask any member of
Adopt A Faculty/Staff program, "but the system will accurately work out
the Committee.
is appropriate.
many of them have proven to be only with only eleven professors when
There has already been great sueas successful as the floor governors,"
there are twenty-two houses on cam- . cess in the program since it launched
who are often the ones responsible for pus. Ammirati explained that the proseveral weeks ago. The first Senior
instigating such events.
fessors would be divided up into "area Giving event alone, held this past FriFor this reason, CORE has worked pools," where three or four professors
diligently to develop a system that is would be assigned to each of the three
more attractive to students, while still areas of campus: North, Central, and
being feasible for busy floor gover- South. This method would not only
nors and professors. A portion of the ease the task of a full time commitREF programming would consist of ment to any house, but would also
social events including film screen- likely lead to more united houses
ings, study breaks and receptions.
within each area.
However, being a faculty-based sysThe floor governors of each house
tem, other more academic activities will playa fundamental role in the sucsuch as debates, discussions and even cess of the program, and those wishreading groups are all possible activi- ing to assist in the role of a "Residenties in which that students would be tial Scholar," or the liaison between
able to participate.
houses and the Residential Education
"The idea is to build links," Ammi- Fellows, will be asked to apply for the
rati clarified. "There has been some position. They will be selected by the
discontent as to how disconnected
faculty in the upcoming months.
students feel their academic life is
Bengochea noted in his email that
with their social life."
he, along with other deans, will be
By instigating a program that ties hosting informational sessions in the
the two aspects of a well-rounded
upcoming months for students wishConnecticut College student together, ing to learn more about this program,
hopes are that such a problem will be and others that will come to exist as
resolved.
part of the Strategic Priorities. ConThe program would consist of necticut College is adamant about
eleven Residential Education Fellows achieving to improve and enhance the
(professors), one being the Head Fel- overall student experience.
low. The remaining ten professors will
Any students particularly interested
be selected over the upcoming spring in participating in this new program
semester. Rosemary Park Professor of or assisting in its development are enReligiou Studies, Eugene Gallagher, couraged to email Dean Bengochea,
will serve as the Head Fellow and play Dean Ammirati, or Dean of Student
an integral part in the selection of the Life, Jocelyn Briddell,

Senior Giving

Participation already at 10% after
Friday's event

Professors Aim to Improve
Campus Life
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The purpose of the Student Government Association is to consider
issues and to formulate policies
in areas primarily or exclusively
involving the student body. Such
areas shall include, but not be limited to, matters of social, academic
and co-curricular policies. The
Association also seeks to provide
extended channels of communication, increased areas of cooperation
and a greater acceptance of shared
responsibility between faculty, administration and the student body
in matters of general and academic
interests.
As the semester comes to an end,
the SGA would like to highlight
the resolutions the Assembly has
passed so far this year. The SGA
has:
-Passed legislation to give offcampus students access to residential houses. Several access cards to
off-campus students will be available at the gatehouse until more
cards can be purchased.
-Passed legislation to increase
the Student Activity Fund to provide additional funds to SAC,
Classes, Houses, SGA, and SGA
approved clubs. This was passed
on to the administration, and Dean
Briddell approved and submitted
the-request with the rest of her Office's budget.
-Passed legislation to fund wooden emblems for each house on
campus to encourage house unity
and a greater sense of history and
tradition for the College campus.
This is currently being implemented, along with a written history of
individual houses which will be
displayed in each common room.
-Supported the New Writing
Across the Curriculum Program
proposal which would revamp the
current "WI" and "WE" system,
and make a "W" requirement or
"writing in the major experience"
so students would learn how to
write appropriate papers for their
discipline. This would include a
"W" freshman seminar, "writing
in the major" experience in the
sophomore and junior year, as well
as a capstone project senior year.
This is in the draft stage and will
be brought back for another vote in.
the spring.
-Supported the Gender Neutral

51.
53.
57.
59,
62.

66. Insect-catching tool
67. Textbook divisions
68. Celebration in Britain
and Canada
immediately following
17·Across:

2 IAIds.

70. Understood but
unspoken,

as approval

71. "Th e Shadow'
Baldwin

star

72. Another name tor 17·

67

Across or 41-00wn
70

73. Unlatches
74. UNo ifs. _
or buts!"
75. "Hey, you over there"

7J

02[[]1,~

lIewYa1cilme5

DOWN
ACROSS
1. Refrain from eating, as
39-Across do during the
month of Ramadan
5. Annoys
9. Garden pest
14. On the ocean
10. Brilliantly colored
salamander
15. Video store category
17. Holiday
comrrterncratlnq the
birth 01Jesus
19. _
newyear(when the
Korean holiday Sol is
observed)
20. "Mazel _!"
(Jewish
"C on gratu latl cnsl")
21. Strap by which a rider
controls a horse
22. Lure
23. Mined metal
24. 1998 1ilm tille d with
computer-animated
insects

25. Difficult journey
25. Decorate differently
28. Suffix in the names of
some huge extinct
reptiles
30. Lose control 01 a car on
the ice
. 33. Used to be
35. Starting from the date:
2 wds.
38. California's Santa _
winds
39. People who celebrate
the holiday Eid ul-Fitr
on the first of Sh al/l,lJlJa
I
43. With 47-Down, one of
the teuc people honored
on Presidents' Day
46. From
Z
(co mpIete Iy): 2 uuds.
46. "Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory"
author Roald
48. Lobed body part
49. Ship's steering wheel

Housing proposal brought forth by
the Office of Residential Education
and Living to allow students of
opposite genders to live together.
This would be implemented across
campus, not in a specified House.
It is expected to be implemented in
the 2009-2010 academic year.
-Supported the Compact Florescent Light Bulb resolution submitted by the Renewable Energy
Club for the ACL (Above Current
Spending Level Spending. Budget) process. If passed through
the ACL, compact florescent light
bulbs will be distributed at orientation to each incoming freshman. It
allows students to contribute to energy conservation on campus and
contributes to the College's core
value of environmental stewardship.
-Supported the EMT Resolution,
submitted by the student certified
Emergency Medical TechniciansBasic (EMTBs) for the ACL pro-

1. Wind chill
2. No longer 14Across
3. Began a tennis game
4. _
chi (Chinese
meditative exercises)
5. One _(small
percentage): 2 uuds.
5. Sends: in, as payment
7. Afri can-Arn e ti can
harvest festival
celebrated from Dec.
26th until J·an. 1st
8. Holy people for whom
holidays are often
observed: Abbr.
9. Grace's: last name on
"Will & Grace"
10. Goody-goodies
11. Eight-day Jewish
festival featuring a
nightly lighting of the
menorah
12. Cclorful Apple
computer
13. Truth or
18. Mrs., in Mexico

cess, to fund an EMT training instructor to host an open class on
campus.
-Supported the Resolution for
Funding of a Connecticut College
Summer Garden Manager Resolution submitted by Sprout!, the Sustainable Garden Initiative for the
ACL process. If passed through
the ACL, this would fund a student
summer garden manager to plant,
tend, harvest, and deliver all vegetables, fruits and herbs from the
garden to the Connecticut College
dining halls during the summer
months. This would also allow
more crops from the garden to be
served in dining halls in the fall
because the garden would be properly tended during the break.
-Supported the Filming Selected
Lectures Resolution submitted by
the Chair of Academic Affairs for
the ACL process. If passed through
the ACL, selected guest lectures on
campus would be filmed and made

22. Disco light.
27. Hooting bird
29. lt'sso uth 01 Canada
31. .. partridge _
pe_
tre ell: 2 wds.
32. Water 110wstopper
34. Help
35. Loud kisses
37. Mcn~stitle
39._-jongg
40. Sport-_
(cff-road
vehicle)
41. Winter _
(pagan
holiday celebrated 01
the shortest day of the
year)
42. "Quiet down!"
44. Paintings, sculptures,
etc.
47. See 43-Across
50.
Luther King Day
(third Monday in
January)
52. Pe~uadedbygentle
urging
54. People who celebrab
the holiday Diwall.
commemorating Lord
Rama's return to his
kingdom
55. Standards 01 pertectic
55. Words to the impatier
2 wds.
58. Prices
50. Long classical stories
61. Sand with the 1999 h
"Steal My Sunshine"
63. Car
64. Alta ck Iike a tu rtl e
68. Imitate a sheep
59. Rip off

available for viewing on the Connecticut College website.
This
would allow students (particularly
athletes and those studying abroad)
who would otherwise miss certain
lectures, gain the opportunity to
watch them.
The SGA also passed four constitutions to create new clubs on
campus:
-Women's Field Hockey
-Men's Tennis
-Camel Diving Club
-Camel Backs Entertainment

~-------~~-------~----::;.
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Looking Back
A somber reflection on Fall 2008
ries of absurd clues' hidden in nickels
and national memorials lead him to
the Connecticut College campus.
columnist
The administration made the first
It's that time of year again. When move by severely cutting the food
the days are getting shorter and the budget to free up money for treasure
nights are colder. Time to sit back in hunting equipment. Tom Hogarty
your favorite chair by the fireplace took similar action to buy metal deand think about all the great times you tectors by raising the price of parking
had at Connecticut College this past tickets and ingeniously issuing tickets
seme ter, nd how the discovery of for parking in faculty lots during the
a treasure buried by the founding fa- weekend when faculty members don't
come in. However, they encountered a
thers on campus after the Revolutionserious
problem: no one could search
ary War changed everything. Scholars
for
treasure
with students moseying
maintained the treasure was a myth
about,
especially
on weekends. Nichfor centuries until free mason member Charles Chu revealed in his dy- olas Cage solved this by unleashing
ing word to president Higdon that it an army of treasure seeking skunks,
was buried on campus. What Higdon which he personally trained to sniff
the treasure out, and consequently
didn't know was that the conversation
was overheard by Tom Hogarty, and dig.
Both the administration and campus
that Nichola Cage had followed a sesafety realized that if students didn't

DONALD BUDGE '10

have anything to do on weekends they
would stay in, making searching and
digging much easier. SAC funding
was cut accordingly, with strict pressure to make sure there were no fun
events on weekends. Suspecting Campus Safety was also searching, Higdon and the administration planned a
mandatory meeting with students and
Campus Safety to discuss the drinking culture on campus. Effectively
shutting the doors of all buildings and
removing competition by enclosure,
Higdon was free to dig anywhere he
pleased.
Things took a tum for the worst
when Higdon discovered Hogarty
and a team of campus safety officers
digging near Cro in a fenced off area
under the guise of construction. Higdon immediately terminated Hogarty,
telling the public he chose to "step
down".

Meanwhile, Nicholas Cage destroyed Blaustein's power transformer, distracting the administration while
he set up an elaborate network of underground tunnels to avoid detection.'
But as Nicholas Cage got closer to the
treasure, he set offa deadly smoke trap
set by the Founding Fathers, causing
the manhole near Knowlton to emit a
noxious white smoke for weeks. Overwhelmed, Cage was forced to retreat
and wait until the smoke cleared.
With the semester coming to a close
and the treasure remaining unfound,
I think I speak for all of us when I
say we have to find it before Nicholas Cage does and releases National
Treasure 3 in theatres. If we can elect
Barack Obama, we can find this treasure.
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Powerwalking the Drive-By Newsfeed
Hooking up in a world without secrets
JACQUES SWARTZ '09
columnist
One of the most contentious, buzzworthy, D&D/Common Hour-ready,
pop-psych issues at play here at
Conn is that concerning our "hookup
culture". On the one hand, the very
phrase reviles, smacking as it does of
stiff, adultlike misunderstanding and
fetishization of commonplace practice.

On the other hand, it's impossible
not to appreciate the utter strangeness
of how so many of us get down every
weekend. One-night stands exist in
the real world, but sleeping with your
roommate's Econ classmate and then
passing her without a word the next
morning in Harris can't for a minute
be taken as normal. The whole contrived-seeming affair of the hookup is
an endemic part of our social culture,
with unique and precarious College
mores allowing for instant gratification of longstanding urges in ways
that would seem outlandish or disallowed anyplace else. The fascination
is understandable, especially when
viewed from a distance-but
it is our
own fascination with ourselves that
makes the entire process possible.
From groping on the dance floor to
thinly-veiled late-night invitations,
our rituals and responses skew in
pursuit of that special brand of Fun.
How else do 'you elide months of relationship-building in the service of the
impatient will to makeouts? Ideally,
the goal should not be to deceive your
partner into bed, but merely signal a
shift in the intimacy of your relations.
In the best-case scenario, the transparency and theatre of the whole affair is
done with a nice big wink; both parties know the score, and, if they're
on the same page, couldn't care less.
More often than not, though, pages
don't match, and the rules, already indistinct and up for debate, are flouted
or fail outright.

Meanwhile, as time progresses,
dangers and complexities compound
as the field of play suddenly becomes
littered with landrnines of confusion.
Through and through, the whole affair rises and falls on secrecy and discretion ; not only must the affair be
kept safe against the wider outside,
but each party must keep cards close
to the vest if the "anything goes/no
expectations" rule is to hold. If your
liaison continues past Night One, then
your Hookup, your 40lkFriend, may
or may not be forthcoming about their
real intentions, personal preferences or
future plans. And so while the imperative of every functioning relationship
is Communication, for this special
kind of relationship to stay well inside
in the limbo between Friendship and
Commitment, t'Y0 questions must always remain unanswered: What are
we? and Where are we going? The responses must always be an open matter, undisclosed.
This is of course every bit as much a
recipe for disaster as it sounds. There
is no doubt that when we complain
about the frustration and hollowness
of our weekend battles, this tendency
.to deliberate disorder is largely to
blame. This and yet it's necessary for
the entire process to persist. You may
feel secure in your grasp of the risks
of your relations, may pay lip-service
to emotional non-commitment. But all
the while, it is impossible not to fear
that the ride will end; we are incapable of pushing ahead too long without
notion of destination. When each time
you see your girl or boy could be the
last, we come to wonder: How is it we
can carry on like this?
No matter how deeply ingrained
our dangerous habit of unclassified
connection, with all of its problems
and possibilities, there is an equally
ingrained aspect of ConnColllife that
keeps us all in check. Whatever may
be the aggravations and inequities that
arise in our "hookup culture" they are
heightened and healed in equal mea-

Disconnection
DANIEL O'KEEFE '09
columnist
In 2004, social theorist Barry
Schwartz published a popular book
called Th~ Paradox of Choice. which
grappled with the correlation between
the profusion of choice confronting
those partaking in the global free market and the proportional decrease in
consumer satisfaction and happiness.
In the wake of the satisfaction and
happiness our human ancestors derived from the creation of hand-crafted goods has come a self-defeating
perseveration over, esseniially~ how
to spend our time made free by industry and an ever growing workforce to
staff it.
He writes, "Much of human progress has involved reducing ... the number of processes we have to engage in
and think about for each of us to obtain the necessities of life" (p. 23).
Arguably, what has replaced these
processes are the means of mass and
rapid communication--emall,
cell
phones, texting-whi~h
have themselves come to be constItuted as necessities of life in 2008. It is interestmg to
consider whether our freeness of mind
and time has actually expanded or
shrunk with these innovations; an even
more poignant discussion is how these
innovations have altered our sense of
.
d place. Taken together, if we
b eing
an
.'
d'
in 1t dd up all the time we
wereoa
"
vidually spent texting, emailing, or
talking on our cell, it would be hours
of removal from the physical here and

sure by one unstoppable x-factor: Our
utter and total lack of privacy.
This, ultimately, is what brings an
end to every everlasting hookup. Not
jealousy or contempt or insecurity in
themselves. It's that the secrecy and
discretion required by the relation hip
is impossible to sustain in a world like
ours. Whatever lies and half-truths
pass between partners, the rumor mill
grinds them to dust, the grapevine saps
them dry. Our spaces are bounded by
paper-thin walls and propped-open
doors, expanded through echoing corridors and resonant dining halls. Our
best and worst intentions alike don't
stand a chance.
Neverrnind Facebook. Nevermlnd
tracking your hookup through status
updates and photos added, comparing
wall post times with text messages received and cross-referencing mutual
"friends". Moreso than anyplace else,
fair CC is so tightly wound a micro-

Drive-By Newsfeed. Hookups, breakups, broken promises, friend opportunitie and thankless decisions unfold
for all to see-or maybe just anyone
inclined to look.
When that fateful moment comes
and you're brought face-to-face with
just how fleeting your liaison really is,
you have no choice but to see. You'll
be standing outside, smoke in hand,
minding business and making conversation, when all of the sudden, the
question you've been dreading recurs
and Cro breaks wide open the answer.
There she'll be, your ambiguous partner, wily and undefined, striding forward hand in hand with Him, Though
held together they are conscious of the
eyes that're on them; they are powerwalking the Drive-By Newsfeed,
committed to crossing the gauntlet
with the patent mix of due haste and
deliberate form that clear-cut c uples
innately exude. It'll be all you can do
cosm with so many common points
to keep on dragging, careful to keep
of interaction and so many paths to up your convo, and pretend that you
cross, so many friends-of-friends-ofdidn't notice. Meanwhile the datum
lovers-of-enemies, that escape from promised you by Mark Zuckenberg et
the reality and consequence of your al. has been delivered cost-free in the
surreptitious night moves is impos- clean cold of New England December:
sible to attain. No matter where you You're single, and, guess what: She
turn, there lies in wait a classmate,
isn't. Sorry it had to end this way.
floormate, former best friend, or seDeans, researchers and armchair
cret lover. The primacy of eyewitness
psychologists can wonder and woraccounts and word-of-mouth is not ry until the Eschaion; Conn will be
merely upheld-it thrives.
Conn. Midnight Croside makeouts are
Picture Cro, Saturday night 'round as much a part of our school as selfone o'clock: the bar has since signaled scheduled exams and afternoon Arbo
last call and ejected its stumbling con- strolls. We for our part can heed the
warnings of our downtrodden friends
tents into the overlit faux mahogany
wash of the snack tables. The deep or go in blessedly blind, more advenfever of the dance is peaking, driving turous with every broken heart. Either
the bored aroused towards the damp way, the quiet forces of crosstalk and
folds of '41 or '62. Regardless of gossip will always be in place, contemperature or precipitation, a Roman stant balance to our foolhardy maneuforum of searchers and smokers holds vers. Our fascination with ourselves
court outside the power-open doors. and each other outstrips our worst
The transparency of privacy has nev- intentions at every turn, ordering diser been so clear. Better or worse, the order and armoring against harm the
whole interpersonal expanse of our fluid gears of our early-morning purweekend is laid bare, split wide open suits.
under the tipsy cloud cover. Nevermind Facebook. Here we have the

vis-a-vis Connection

ourselves from a source of pressure"coursework," broadly defined-that
has seemingly minimal bearing on
our sense of self and increa e our
proximity to a feeling of release. It is
doubtful that this trend would be reversed-or at least slowed-if certain
symbols of power wcre removed from
the academic realm, such a final letter grades for courses that determine
GPAs or general education requirewere.
ments; in many people's opinion, the
Regardrisk is too great to make such a gamless of the
ble. Institutional integrity has actually
outcome of
often been seen to decrea e when colthis debate,
leges rid themselves of letter/numeriit
would
cal grades and any area or core cour e
be time of
requirements.
which we
That Conn is still struggling with
would have
the
problem of alcohol abu e might be
we
can
robbed
spent in the tangible reality
indicative
that our isolated campus is
undertake
ourselves
or
a
virtual
one;
and
there
both a potential blessing and curse for
meaningin order to
ful learning our feeling connected: it can facilitate
feel-or
would be argument over
with
oth- intellectual whole omeness and at the
give
ourers
here
at same time necessitate emotional esselves the
where in this
our true
Conn. But cape and release.
illusion of
selves
were."
The role of the isolated campus
what hapfeelingpens when aside, the (true) reality is this: The
connected
this connec- more the academic realm is regarded
with others
and perceived as a collection of pretivity
with
others
isn't
so
productive,
and with the world. The pursuit of
connectedness and the longing for be- and why does it seem so hard for us to requisites, requirements, and meansto-an-end, the more the irresponsible
longing would have actually, on one achieve here?
If the depravity of a solid sense of sector of the social realm (binge
level, eventuated in disconnection.
Thus the troubling question arises: place and of self-connectedness that is drinking, vandalism, non-consensual
When do we make up this lost time a symptom of the digital age is not be- sex, etc.) will come to shape and deour
for ourselves? And what does true ing adequately combated by curricu- fine the college experience-and
lum or intellectual life (which, again understanding and feeling of being
connectivity to one's self look like?
Two weeks ago, I argued here that includes people and books), a reason- connected.
part of this kind of interpersonal con- able fear is that it is being combated
nectedness comes from a relational through abuse of drugs and--espeexperience with an integrated curricu- cially-alcohol. The abuse might very
lum and a coherent flow of content. Be- well take place in effort to remove
cause we physiologically change when
we engage in meaningful learning
(new synapses are made in the brain,
for example), we come to embodyto tangibly manifest-this connectedness. Of course, this kind of learning
takes place with both text/imagery
as well as
people; perone of
add up all the haps
the unexplored adtime we individually spent
vantages of
texting,
or talking being part
on our cell, there would be of a somewhat isolatcontestation over whether
ed campus
is the ease
those hours were really
with which

now-they would be hours in which
we were bodily in one location, yet intellectually and emotionally in another. There would be contestation over
whether those hours were really spent
in the tangible reality or a virtual one;
and there would be argument over
where.
III
this mix our
true selves
we were to

"If

em ailing,

mix
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Award-Winning Alum Returns to Conn to Share Her
New Acclaimed Novel
CHRIS GREGORY '09
contributing writer
On
Wednesday,
December
3,
critically acclaimed author, Hannah
Tinti '94, returned to Connecticut
College for the first time since
reading at the Klagbrun Symposium
on Writing and Moral Vision in 2006.
Tinti entered Conn as a Biology
major, but, after taking a writing
class in creative writing with Roman
S. and Tatiana Weller Professor of
English, Blanche Boyd in the second
semester of her sophomore year, she
quickly switched over to English with
a concentration in creative writing.
She went on to graduate in 1994 with
as a double major in English and art,
having won the Abrams prize for best
piece of fiction by a senior. She went
on to receive her MFA from New
York University's Creative Writing
program.
Since then Tinti has made her
way through the literary world,
working at magazines including The
Atlantic Monthly, Boston Review and
Washington Square, and at literary
agencies. In 2002 she founded One
Story magazine with her friend,
Maribeth Batcha. One Story has
received praise from 0 magazine and
Poets and Writers amongst others, and
has just published its I I Ith issue, "We
Bluegils," by Rob Travieso '02.
In 2005 Tinti published her first short
story collection, Animal Crackers,
which received critical acclaim, and
has been published in sixteen different
countries, but she didn't stop there. In
2008 Tinti published her first jiovel,
The Good Thief, to rave reviews
from The New York Times, the Boston
Globe, and the Washington Post.
The novel has only grown since
then, and, two days before appearing
at Conn, Tinti received the John
Sargent Sr. First Novel Prize. Pulitzer
Prize winning author, Junot Diaz, won
the award last year for his novel, The
Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao,

Thing One, Thing Two

Using Dr. Suess's The Cat in the Hal, Hannah Tinti taught the Seminar in Fiction all about story structure and
timing.

Photo courtesy of Brandon Mosley.

and presented the award this year.
"He was messing with me all
night," Tinti said. Diaz, who shares
a literary agent with Tinti, made her
think that she wasn't going to. win
and then gave her competitors' novels
lavish descriptions, while giving The
Good Thief a sparce mention before
declaring that it had, in fact, won.
Tinti came to Conn to read from
her novel, but also attended the class,
Seminar ill Fiction and lectured
. students on form and structure in

The ConnArtists Leave 'Em
Wanting More

stories by telling jokes, reading The
Cat in the Hat, and Raymond Carver's
classic story, "Cathedral." Blanche
Boyd and visiting professor, Anne
Stameshkin, sat in on the lecture and
participated in the different writirig
exercises.
Later that night, Tinti gave a
reading in the newly renovated
Coffee Grounds. The event was well
attended by both students and faculty,
and the coffee shop provided a warm
and intimate environment for the

reading. Tinti read a chapter from her
book depicting the main character,
Ren, and his con-men companions
as they barnstormed a town fair in
order to peddle anopium laced elixir
to subdue misbehaving children. Tinti
then answered questions about her
book and about writing in general,
handing out St. Anthony's medals and
mysterious wishing stones as prizes.
Why such strange prizes? You'll have
to read the book to find out.

Coffee Grounds: A Space For Students
SARAH "IWI" TRAPIDO '08 AND ALEXANDRA DUDZIUK '12
contributing writers

BECCA SHUBERT '12
staff writer
A highlight of the night on Friday
November 21 was the performance in
Harkness Chapel by the ConnArtists.
The performance not only starred our
coed a cappella group, but also featured
a short performance' by Western
Connecticut State University's Play It
By Ear a cappella group. The chapel
quickly filled up with students eager
to hear the musical talent of each of
the ConnArtists's members.
The performance
began
with
"Us," sung beautifully by one of
the two freshmen girls inducted into
the ConnArtists,
Julie Bergstein.
Following Julie's piece came the
performance of "Island In the Sun" by
Mike Gulotta' 12 and Michelle Lakes
'09. To humorously spice up the
song, Chris Muscatello ' 10 brought
out a guitar from "Guitarhcro" and
pretended to play during the parts
of the song that would have had
intense guitar playing in the Weezer
recording.
The ConnArtists seemed to focus
more on alternative and indie songs;
whereas Play It By Ear brought in
better-known songs including, "I
Can See Clearly Now" by Jimmy
Cliff, "In My Life" by the Beatles,
"Like A Prayer" by Madonna, and

"Breakfast at Tiffany's" by Deep Blue
Something.
While the performance by Play
It By Ear was very well executed, it
was exciting when the ConnArtist's
a cappella concert continued on with
two Ben Folds songs, one by Corey
Lalime '10 and another by Chris
Muscatello '10.
The most remarkable piece of the
concert was undoubtedly "Hide and
Seek" performed by Michelle Lakes
'09, Jackie Smith '11,. and Hilary
Piech '10. The song was sung very
somberly and beautifully, with every
note drawn out. The piece left listeners
feeling sad, yet comforted. However,
any sadness disappeared when the
show was brought to its end by the
more upbeat song, "Don't Stop Me
Now" performed by Hilary Piech' 10
and Kate Barber '09.
The ConnArtists worked very hard
to perfecting each song, and it showed
clearly throughout all aspects of
the concert. As always, it was clear
that the campus community enjoys
hearing the ConnArtists. The group is
currently working to create an album
for their avid listeners.

Havirig a tough time keeping
yourself awake while finishing up that
paper during the middle of the night?
Complaining about not having a decent
place to hang out on a weeknight· with
your friends? Interested in listenirig to
live music or viewing fellow students'
artwork? Well, if your answer is yes
to any of these questions, you're in
luck. Coffee Grounds has recently
reopened its doors. It is one of the
very few spaces on campus that is
purely a student space. Connecticut
College does not have an official
Student Center; therefore the vision
for Coffee Grounds is to be a center
for students. Coffee Grounds has been
a part of Conn for many years, but this
is the first time that the administration
has expressed genuine interest in
seeing Coffee Grounds thrive. The
renovations are already prevalent,
as any upperclassman can attest to.
Their motivation is not to take Coffee
Grounds out of the students' hands,
but rather to provide them with the
tools needed to do much more with it
than in the past.
The students involved with Coffee
Grounds are invested. in the space
as a center of student culture. They
meet weekly to discuss future events
for Coffee Grounds; in essence, they
run the show. Some ideas currently in
the words are to bave weekly music,

monthly art shows, brunches and
speakers. The space has already played
host to Feminist, Majority's very
popular Sex Toy and Masturbation
Workshop, musician and alumni
Mark Warren, President Higdon and
administrator's Presidential Hour, and
other house events.
Coffee Grounds prides itself on
serving 100 percent fair trade organic
coffee, organic and fair trade teas, and
tasty pastries. If you haven't been to
the Grounds for a while, it is time to
check it out and see how this place
has truly evolved. Coffee Grounds is
open seven days a week from 7 PM to
midnight. There are additional hours
on the weekend, when it is also open
from noon to 5 PM. The laid back
atmosphere is perfect for studying or
hanging out with a few friends or even
checking out some of the old-school
board games. Tile couches are not
only comfy, but made from recycled
materials. Coffee Grounds is still a
work in progress, but the emphasis
is definitely on the "progress." If you
are a musician, artist, poet, writer, or
have an idea for an event for Coffee
Grounds, please contact lliana at
iherrera@conncoll.edu
or Lily at
lkoufinan@conncoll.edu.
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"Pick a Little, Takk a Little" Concert Review:
Sigur R6s at London's Alexandra Palace
SAM HERNDON '10
staff writer
Describing a Sigur Ros concert is like choosing a
college major at the tender, spotted age of thirteen,
cajoling your professor into replacing the final
exam with a pillow fight, or trying to pinpoint
who, exactly, was the missing link in your lineage.
Fortunately, you can simply listen to the music,
which speaks for itself. Four-man Icelandic pop-ish
electronic-ish group Sigur Ros has been described
as slow motion, post-rock, ethereal, and minimalist.
Their songs are composed in a language called
Hopelandic, a hybrid of English and Icelandic (with
perhaps a dash of Obama for good measure).
Playing to a sold-out crowd at the massive
warehouse-cum-theatre
Alexandra Palace, just
north of London on November 21, Sigur Ros left
none disappointed with their performance. After a
substantial opening by Reykjavik post-rock quartet
For a Minor Reflection, the main act took the stage
dressed in crowns and tailcoats to an ecstatic roar
from the audience. They opened with "Svefn-GEnglar," from the band's second album, Ageetis
Byrjun, and sampled evenly from their recordings
throughout the show.
The biggest crowd-pleaser was "Glosoli," which
filled the arena with gorgeous-core "Gobbledigook."
The times when band members sought audience
participation didn't always take off -bassist Georg
Holm requested handclaps and sing-alongs ("It's
easy! They're not even words!" he shouted) that
died out nearly as soon as they'd begun. But if the
crowd goers had trouble participating in the music,
it was mostly because they were too much in awe
for manual dexterity.
Even as Iceland's economy takes anosedive, artists
like Sigur Ros and Bjork (sometime collaborators)
prove that art is alive and well in the far northern
hemisphere. Sigur Ros' music soars with emotional

Photos courtesy ofwww.ombresetlumieres.com

scales spanning a massive range, eerily" beautiful
harmonies, and the onomatopoeic lyrics that are
often more meaningful to listeners than the most
spot-on common language poetry.
The group's newest album, Mea sua i eyrum via
spilum endalaust ("With a Buzz in Our Ears We
Play Endlessly"), contains "All Alright," the group's
first song with lyrics entirely in English. The tracks
alternate between slow opuses that, while impossible
to understand, are deeply moving, and hyperspeed
ballads of high-pitched, uncontainable joy -.
From the crowd's responses, the venue choice
was probably not the best for a group whose
performance depends heavily on audio quality and a
personal. connection with the audience. The indoor
amphitheatre at 'Ally Pally' was a bit too large for
everyone to be able to see, which was unfortunate,
given the fantastic visuals. From experimental
video, to what looked like family home footage, to a

lovely stream of rain just in front of the stage during
"Seeglopur", the effects Sigur Ros used in the concert
seemed to focus on ideas of childhood, innocence,
and really cool neon orbs. But for all Sigur Res's
reputation for otherworldly, transcendental music,
the combo certainly knows how and when to rock
out. . "Festival," in particular, was wholly facemelting.
Concert-gocrs came from all-over Europe to catch
the band on their two-night London engagement;
the British portion of the crowd was content to
sway, eyes closed, to the music, ~hile many of the
Scandinavians in the audience stomped and danced
to express their delight. There were even some
die-hard French fans who had followed the band
to each of their European tour dates this' fall, and
described the shows as "life-changing," "terrifyingly
beautiful," and "magical, in a completely not-lame
way."
Sigur Ros has stated that their music is very
much alive with the spirit of Iceland and reflects
their homeland. Last year they jointly released an
album and a music documentary film, titled Heim
and Heima, respectively. Ice)andic landscapes and
culture played a large, verdant role in both, and to
good effect. One dreamy, ambient, .grunge rocking
Sigur Ros show will make you an instant megafan,
and have you clamoring to take the next flight to
Hafnarfjorour:
Says. singer Jonsi Birgisson, "I think definitely
we'd make different music probably if we grew up
in Jamaica or something."

Photos courtesy of wwwombresetlumieres.com
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Women's Basketball
continued from page twelve
'But when the Camels have spread
the ball around they have played
well. However, they have not been
able to do that on a consistent basis.
As a team, the Camels only average
11.5 assists per game, compared to
their opponents, who average 14.5 per
game.
.
"Coach [Laura Hungerford] says
we need to focus more on passing the
~all around and rebounding. No more
one-and-dones,''',says Holak.
The Camels have struggled with
rebounding so far this season. "Rebounding may be Our biggest downfall," admits Holak.
D~spite their record, the Camels
continue to stay positive about the rest
of the season and focus on their longterm goals. Conn won't have to face
NESCAC competition until January
16th when Trinity visits New London,

so they have plenty of time to adjust
to their new style before the important
games start coming up.
. On top of that, the Camels are trymg to keep their basketball woes in
'Perspective and concentrate on their
academic goals.
"Obviously every season we want
to play well on the court, but 'it's always a goal for us to be ranked in the
Top 25 academically in the country,"
says Holak. "It's a goal we have accomplished the past two years and it's
really important for us to do it again
this season."
Last year, the Women's Basketball
Coaches Association (WBCA) ranked
the Camels #19 on their annual Academic Top 25 Honor Roll for NCAA
Division ill.They were the only NESCAC school on the list,
Hopefully as the season progresses,
the Camels can continue with their
academic success and build as a team
on the court.

Men's Basketball
continued from page twelve
when it's running well."
Co-captain Bernier explained "Everything will be harder once we get to
the league." He also named rebounding as a big concern for the team:
"One of the things that's killing us
nght now is rebounding the basketball. We're not rebounding the ball
well. We're not boxing out ... They
tip the ball around and get 2-3 possessions in a row." When asked about
the impact of their lack of height, especially on free throws, Karis saw it
another way, "We're not .looking to
get a whole lot of offensive rebounds
off free throws. We're just looking to
make free throws. It'd be nice to get
some of those easy points, but mostly
we just want to be able to set up and
get focused. I don't think size will be
that big of a problem in the league."
Though this has certainly been a
tough stretch with exams looming,
these are the sorts of times that test a
team's mettle, and their two victories
certainly prove their worth 'as a team.
When asked his first asked for his impressions of the week, Bernier seemed

~l

Bill
v . b rings
.
t y sxarts
the ball up for the Camels.
Karis matched his career high with 21 points
against Nichols College. Photo courtesy oj
the Athletic Department.

reluctant to think out the physical toll
and instead offered, "I just hope it's
getting us experience for later on."
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Freshman Makes
Immediate Impact For
Men's Squash Team
MARISSA DEMArs '11
staff writer
The men's squash team opened their
season at Dartmouth College. The
competition was stiff and the Camels
lost five games, but there were individual victories for the team. Craig
Stanton, Hunter Siegel and Ben Bainbridge left the gym with wins, but it
was freshman Antonio Diaz-Gonzales
Salas who had a truly standout performance this weekend. Antonio went
undefeated, and had two huge wins
against Navy and Bowdoin.
Antonio, from Mexico City, is used
to winning in big games. Before coming to Conn, he won the 2007 US
Junior Open and a bronze at the Pan
American Games in Guatemala. He
has competed across the world on
the national level, and played his first
international tournament only three
years after he learned the sport.
Antonio never thought squash was
for him until ooe day when he went
to watch his father play. Antonio got
bored, picked up a racket and started
hitting around.
He immediately fell in love with the
sport. Antonio explains, "I was really
into American football when I was
younger, but once I started playing
[squash] I realized I actually liked it.
When I watched the really good players I wanted to be at their level so I
decided to !ake it more seriously." He
was only eleven, which is considerably old since most of the top players start playing at seven. He trained
with Mexican coaches and won the
Mexican National Under 15 Tournament, only three years after he began
to play.
Antonio credits his hard work for his
success. While in Mexico he practiced
vigorously throughout the school year
and even harder during the summers.
He would attend camps and train with
the Junior National team. Antonio was

on the Junior National Team for three
years, two of which he was the number one seed. At the summer camps he
trained six days a week for about five
hours a day. The workouts consisted
of everything from running, lifting,
and regular squash practice.
Antonio left Mexico when he was
a sophomore in high school, and finished his high school education at St.
George's School in Rhode Island. At
St. George's he was named the ISL
MVP and won the New England Prep
title. Antonio decided Connecticut
College was the place to continue his
squash career.
Antonio is currently ranked twenty-eighth in the nation, and after his
stellar performance this weekend his
ranking should rise. He is confident
in his future rankings, "I hope to make
it to the top ten at the collegiate level
by the end of this year and possibly
top three by my senior year." He
knows it will be difficult, especially
when he faces top schools like Trinity,
Yale and Princeton.
Antonio's overall fitness is crucial
to his primary strategy when facing
a tough opponent. In addition to his
regular practices, he has biweekly
five-hour workouts. His strategy is to
make his opponents run frequently,
knowing that he can out run them.
Antonio's patience often gives him
the edge over his opponents. "I don't
try to win the point in one shot. I try
to keep rallies going and I try to never
make mistakes. I can't make a mistake and let him get confident that he
will beat me. "
Although squash is such a big part
of hi" life he definitely has his priorities straight. "Academics always
comes first for me. I really want to
get a good job after I graduate. If that
happens and I have time, theo maybe
I'll play professional squash." He is
an International Relations and Economics double major. He is also fluent in three languages and is currently
taking Chinese.

Camels Take Roberts Tournament by Storm
BEN EAGLE '09
editor-in-chief
While many students were taking the Thanksgiving break to gorge
themselves on turkey or catch up on
work, the members of the Connecticut College Men's Hockey team were
making a statement. With their 1-0
victory versus Amherst, and then their
eventual 6-3 championship game victory against Trinity, the Camels didn't
just knock on the door on the NESCAC elite; they kicked the entire door
down.
Traditionally, Connecticut College
has not been a hockey powerhouse.
The team has not finished with a .500
record since the 2001-02 season, and
they have not had a winning record
since the 1997-98 season when they
finished with a .574 winning percentage.
The blame for these sub-par results
can hardly be placed solely on Connecticut College's shoulders. Middlebury was the Division ill National
Champion from 2004-2006 and other
NESCAC schools, including Bowdoin, Colby, and Amherst are, and
have been, a constant fixture on the
Division ill National Rankings.
The Camels would be happy to beat
any of these highly competitive NESCAC schools, but no victory made the
Camels happier than their 1-0 victory
over the Amherst Lord Jeffs. It was the

placent after finally achieving that
elusive victory. Not the Camels. A
day after their closely contested match
against Amherst, the Blue and White
dominated Trinity College 6-3 in the
championship game. Five of the goals
came in the first period.
Ross James and Jordan Gray each
contributed a goal and an assist in
the winning effort. Brett Moore and
Greg Lever also finished the day with
two assists each. While many teams
would kill for the offensive output
the Camels manufactured that day, it
posed unique challenges for the Camels.
"We walked into the locker room
after the first period with a large lead
for the first time in years," Coach
Ward said. "It was a challenge for the
I
guys to maintain their levels of playas
~ iW~
Trinity
never backed off."
Jordan Gray skates aro.und looking/or an opening. Gray is second on the team with five points
Freshman
Mike DeMayo scored
this year. Photo courtesy of the Athletic Department,
Jeffs of course, who ended the CamCoach James Ward hailed the men two goals for the Bantams, but it was
els' bid for a NESCAC Championship
between the posts as the "two best ultimately not enough.
As the Douglas W. Roberts Tournalast year in a thrilling 3-2 overtime goaltenders in the NESCAC. For the
ment
showed, no two victories are the
lost at Orr Rink last March. For the Camels, Greg Parker, the junior goalie
seniors, this victory in the first round who was named to the AlJ-NESCAC same. But Coach Ward believes such
of the Douglas W. Roberts Touma- team last year, recorded his BOOth diversity could pay dividends down
ment was their first defeat of Amherst collegiate save in addition to this sec- the road. "We are learning how to win
during their collegiate career.
ond-career shutout. He made 13 of games in different ways and that could
Co-captain Sean Driscoll accounted his 31 saves during the third period. payoff for us at the end of the season.
for the game's only goal with 14:20 Opposite him, Jeffs' goalie, Cole An- In the end we beat two high quality
opponents and NESCAC rivals."
remaining in regulation. Jordan Gray, derson recorded 20 saves.
who is second on the team with five
History was not lost on Coach Ward.
points this year, centered the puck to After the game, he said, "[This vicDriscoll who snuck it in on the left tory] is another sign of the progress
post. Brett Moore, the team's leading we've made together as a team."
point scorer, also assisted on the play.
Many teams would become com-
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Men's
Basketball
Receives
Much
Needed Rest

Camel Goalie, Greg Parker is Named
NESCAC Player of the Week

Team goes 2-1
in a brutal three
games in five
days
PETER HEINZ '09
staff writer
A stretch of three games in five days
can be tough any time of year, but as
the Camels basketball team can attest, having a three game stretch right
before finals is especially trying. The
Camels went 2-1, making its record
4-3 on the year. The team is looking
forward to some much needed rest.
As co-captain Billy Karis explained,
"Academically and athletically, it's
the hardest stretch of the season. You
just go from the library to practice and
back to the library. We've got a game
on Tuesday [against Salve Regina)
that we're hoping to prep~e well for
so that we can get out of this semester
5-3."

Though it may not have seemed
it to those who left partway through
the Wheaton game, but the Camels
made all 3 games close-for
good
and bad. The Camels allowed Eastern
Connecticut State University to come
back from a ten point deficit before finally putting them away in overtime.
Against Wheaton, the Camels' defense brought them back within three
points after a 20-5 run in the waning
minutes of the second half. Junior cocaptain Shavar Bernier explained, "In
the Wheaton game we were just missing shots. We really played hard-not
just hard but smart. It was our best defensive game of the year, and we held
them way below their average [points
per game). We were getting good
looks, but we justdidn't make them."
Two nights later, the Camels switched
roles when they saw a 20-point lead
disappear against Nichols College
before pulling out the win. As cocaptain Karis said, "The difference
is focus. Last night [against Nichols)
we weren't focused as a team defensively. We were just out of position to
rotate defensively all the time, fouling
like crazy. We never got to our second rotations even once." When asked
. whether the team's inexperience was
a factor, Karis explained, "It's got a
lot to do with youth, but it's also getting comfortable with a lead, and then
the fatigue factor."
The fact that the NESCAC season
is not too far away is not lost on the
team, but they do not see any reason
they should not be able to compete
with every team in the league. When
asked what changes the team needs
to make in order to succeed in league
play, Karis replied, "To win games is
NESCAC we need to play crisply on
offense, run our stuff right, and make
the right cuts. When we're running
our offense right, I think we'Il be pretty tough - our offense is hard to guard

SEE MEN'S BASKETBAll
continued on page eleven

After leading the Camels to three victories this past week, Greg Parker was named the NESCAC
Men's Hockey Player of the Week. Parker stopped 69 of 72 shots in the Douglas W. Roberts Tournament, and finished with 105 saves for the week.

Lady Camels Remain Optimistic Despite 0-6 Start
MIKE FLINT '11
staff writer
It's been a tough start of the season
for the Women's Basketball team.
Starting the season 0-6 isn't really
how any team wants to begin the year,
but that's precisely the hole the Camels find themselves in. Despite their
record, the ladies are staying optimistic.
"We've had a rough start so far, but
we have a lot of potential," says cocaptain Rita Holak' 10. "We have a lot
of talent and we're really athletic. We
know we can do better, we just need
to get that first win out of the way."
A lot of the Camels' troubles so far
this season have come from the fact
that they are a completely different
squad from last winter. With only one
returning starter and no seniors, it's
going to continue to take some time
for the team to learn how to play together.
"We're totally different from last
year," says Holak. "We lost Katy [Serafin'08j, so this season we're more
team-oriented and spread the ball
around more, since we don't have that
'go-to' person. It's a new style."
Serafin lead the Camels in scoring last season with 15.3 PPG. So far
this year, the Camels' leading scorers,
freshman Jennifer Shinall and senior
co-captain Emily Cummings, average
only 10.5 PPG apiece.
I

SEE WOMEN'S BASKETBAll

It's Up And It's Good Junior Emily Cummings goes up for a lay-up against Nichols
State in lase November. Cummings lead all scorers with 18 points, but ultimately it was not
enough as the Camels Jell 69-64.
.

continued on page eleven
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